We analyze the hp-version of the streamline-di usion (SDFEM) and of the discontinuous Galerkin method (DGFEM) for rst{order linear hyperbolic problems. For both methods, we derive new error estimates on quadrilateral meshes which are sharp in the mesh-width h and in the spectral order p of the method, assuming that the stabilization parameter is O(h=p). For piecewise analytic solutions, exponential convergence is established. For the DGFEM we admit very general irregular meshes and for the SDFEM we allow meshes which contain hanging nodes. Numerical experiments con rm the theoretical results.
Introduction
The numerical solution of rst-order hyperbolic problems by nite element methods has become increasingly popular in recent years. Two major families of methods have emerged: the streamline di usion method (SDFEM) and the discontinuous Galerkin method (DGFEM). While the SDFEM uses continuous approximations, the DGFEM allows for discontinuities at element interfaces and is, in spirit, close to the well-established nite volume schemes with some particular di erences, however.
For classical nite element and nite volume methods improvement in accuracy relies on mesh re nement while keeping the approximation order within the elements (or cells) at a xed, low value, leading to the so-called h-version convergence. In the late seventies and early eighties, however, the so-called p-version or spectral methods emerged which achieve convergence by increasing the polynomial order of the approximation rather than by mesh re nement. Naturally, this is very advantageous in situations where a smooth or even analytic solution is to be approximated. Unfortunately, the solution to most problems of practical interest is only piecewise analytic: in elliptic problems (such as stationary viscous incompressible ow), corner and edge singularities arise in the vicinity of which the solution regularity is very low. Good performance of high order methods and, in particular, spectral or exponential convergence for such problems mandates the combination of increasing polynomial degree in regions where the solution is smooth and mesh re nement with low order polynomial approximations close to singularities. This strategy gives rise to the hp-version of the nite element method introduced by Babu ska and his co-workers in the mid-eighties for elliptic problems.
The DGFEM has been proposed and rst analyzed in 9] for a linear hyperbolic problem.
There, the method was formulated and its h-version convergence was established in L 2 ( ), albeit with a suboptimal rate. Later, in 7], 8], the optimal rate of O(h p+1=2 ) in a meshdependent norm (stronger than L 2 ( )) was proved, assuming that the nite element space consisted of piecewise polynomials of degree p. In the meantime, the DGFEM has also been successfully applied to nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws (see, e.g., 4]).
The hp-version of the DGFEM has been introduced by K. Bey and J.T. Oden, who gave a-priori and a-posteriori error bounds in 1]. Their analysis produced error estimates which, for a xed p and as h ! 0, reduced to the optimal order estimates of 7], 8], but also indicated convergence as p ! 1 for xed h > 0. These results were derived under the assumption that the stabilization parameter in element K is of size h K =p 2 K ; however, the rate of this spectral convergence was suboptimal.
In the present paper, we generalize the results of 1] in several directions. We establish a uni ed framework for the hp-error analysis of the SDFEM and the stabilized DGFEM;
on quadrilateral meshes we derive error estimates which are sharp both as h ! 0 and as p ! 1. These optimal error bounds are derived assuming that the stabilization parameter for both the DGFEM and the SDFEM, and for the h-, p-and the hp-version is O(h K =p K ), independent of the solution regularity. For the DGFEM we admit very general, irregular meshes and for the SDFEM we allow meshes which contain hanging nodes. Most importantly, our error estimates depend explicitly on the elemental solution regularity and indeed allow us to deduce exponential convergence rates for piecewise analytic solutions. The theoretical ndings are in full agreement with the numerical experiments which complete the = fx 2 : a(x) n(x) < 0g ; + = fx 2 : a(x) n(x) > 0g ; where n(x) denotes the unit outward normal vector to at x 2 . It is assumed here implicitly that in these de nitions x ranges only through those points of at which n(x) is de ned; consequently, and + are not necessarily connected subsets of . For the sake of simplicity, we shall suppose that is non-characteristic in the sense that + = . K K Figure 1 : Construction of the mesh patch T P in the case whenP is the canonical cubeQ.
At this stage, we consider meshes which result from eitherQ orŜ; in Section 3 and onwards,
for the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of d = 2 and quadrilateral meshes.
The meshes T are constructed by subdividing the patches. For each P, a mesh T P is obtained by rst subdividingP into elements (e.g. triangles resp. quadrilaterals when d = 2) labelledK which are a ne equivalent to eitherQ orŜ; we call this meshT P . A mesh T P for P 2 P is then obtained by simply mappingT P to P using F P :
8P 2 P : T P := fK j K = F P (K);K 2T P g ; (2.2) cf. Figure 1 . As usual, the mesh T in is the collection of all elements, i.e.
T = P 2P
T P :
Note that each K 2 T is an image of the reference domainP via the element map F K : if K 2 P for some P 2 P,
and AK :P !K 2T P is a ne. .2). This will be important as our error estimates will be expressed in terms of Sobolev norms over the element domainsK, in order to ensure that only the scaling introduced by the a ne element maps AK is present in the analysis.
We emphasize that we could choose AK and F P in (2.3) so as to obtain the usual parametric elements. However, it is also possible to use patches P with structured patch-meshes T P , as e.g. geometric corner re nement, anisotropic boundary layer and edge re nement etc. In what follows, the partition P shall be xed, i.e. mesh re nement is performed inP .
We call the mesh T regular, if for any two K; K 0 2 T the intersection K \ K . If the mesh T is regular, the maps F P are assumed compatible between patches in the sense that if P \ P 0 6 = ; : F P j P \P 0 = F P 0j P \P 0; i.e. F P (x) = F P 0(x) 8x 2 P \ P 0 : (2.5)
The T P are 1-irregular, if they consist of quadratics resp. hexagonal elements with at most one irregular (\hanging") node per side. T is 1-irregular, if the T P T are either regular or 1-irregular and compatible between patches.
Polynomial spaces
On the reference element we de ne spaces of polynomials of degree p 0 as follows: Q p = spanfx : 0 i p; 1 Note that one could even allow anisotropic/nonuniform polynomial degrees within an element K 2 T -this becomes important when adaptivity is considered (see 5] and the references therein). De nition (2.9) implies that the degrees of freedom from K 0 that are unmatched by those from K are constrained to zero on interfaces K \ K 0 .
The hp-SDFEM
The hp-SDFEM approximation of (2.1) is de ned as follows: nd u SD 2 S p;1 such that
where is a positive piecewise constant function de ned on the partition T (namely, is constant on each K 2 T ). In (2.10), ( ; ) denotes the inner product of L 2 ( ), and (w; v) = Z ja nj wv ds ;
with analogous de nition of ( ; ) + and associated norms k k and k k + .
Our rst result concerns the stability of the hp-SDFEM and is expressed in the next lemma. Applying (2.11) here and using the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality on the right-hand side in (2.10) with v = u SD , the result follows. 2
Now we embark on the error analysis of (2.10). We begin by decomposing u u SD = (u u) + ( u u SD ) + ; (2.14) where u is a suitable projection of u into S p;1 ; for the time being the choice of the projector is of no signi cance and will be deferred until later. First we shall derive a bound on in terms of ; the nal error bound on u u SD will then follow from bounds on the projection error . 
(a n)w + v + ds (2.24) and put`D
(a n) gv + ds : (2. 25)
The hp-DGFEM approximation of (2. 2 We now discuss the error analysis of hp-DGFEM. We write u u DG = (u u) + ( u u DG ) + ; (2.33) where u is a suitable projection of u into S p;0 , to be chosen below.
Lemma 2.5 Assuming that (2.11) holds and u 2 H 1 (K) for each K 2 T . We have that 
(a n) + + ds
(a n) + ds: (a n) + ds
(2.37) Substituting (2.37) into (2.36), we get B DG ( ; ) 
Approximation on quadrilaterals
Higher dimensional approximation results will be obtained from Theorem 3.6 by tensor product construction. We denote by i p u the one-dimensional projector in Theorem 3.6 applied to u as function of the ith coordinate alone and perform the error analysis for d = 2. LetQ = ( 1; 1) 2 and denote by^ i , i = 1; 2; 3; 4, the sides ofQ as shown in Figure 3 . 
Approximation on quadrilateral meshes with hanging nodes
Consider now a mesh patch P 2 P with mesh T P and corresponding reference meshT P in P. We assume that all K 2 T P are quadrilateral, possibly with hanging nodes. With K we associate the edge-lengths of the sides ofK = F 1 P (K) denoted by h i;K , i = 1; 2.
Theorem 3.8 (Discontinuous Approximation) Let P 2 P with quadrilateral, possibly 1-irregular mesh T P of shape-regular elements and polynomial degree distribution p. For all K 2 T P let uj K 2 H k K +1 (K) for some k K 1 and de ne u 2 S p;0 (P; T P ) element-wise by ( u)j K F P := p K (uj K F P ) 8K 2 T P ; (3. 12)
The constant C > 0 in these estimates depends only on F P , but is independent of h K , p K and s K .
Proof: The L 2 -estimate (3.10) follows immediately by a change of variables and a scaling argument from Theorem 3.7.
For the gradient estimate, we observe that kr(u u)k P C(F P )kr((u u) F P )kP :
For the right{hand side we use (3.8), after scaling to the reference element: (3.14)
Here C > 0 is a constant that depends only on the patch mapping F P but not on s; p; h K .
Remark (Anisotropic error estimates)
We note in passing that the above error estimate assumed the shape regularity of theK merely for convenience -in fact the explicit error bounds in Theorem 3.7 and 3.8 above could be easily generalized to anisotropic element shapes (with edge-lengths h 1K and h 2K ) and even to anisotropic polynomial degrees p 1K , p 2K , say. Error bounds explicit in these parameters can be deduced by inspecting the proofs of the above theorems. Theorem 3.8 addressed only discontinuous approximations; it turns out, however, that also continuous, piecewise polynomial approximations can be obtained.
Theorem 3.9 (Continuous approximations)
Let l R 2 and let P 2 P with a 1-irregular mesh consisting of shape regular quadrilaterals K of diameter h K . Let the polynomial degree be uniform, p K = p 1. Let uj K 2 H k K +1 (K) for some k K 1 and let u 2 H 2 (P ).
Then there exists a projector e u 2 S p;1 (P; T P ) such that the error bounds (3.13), (3.14)
hold, with a possibly di erent value of C.
Proof If T P does not contain hanging nodes, T P is regular and we take e = in Theorem 3.8. Since was constructed element-wise, the properties (3.10), (3.12) together with the assumption that u 2 H 2 (P ) give the continuity of u in P. Suppose now that T P contains hanging nodes. A typical situation in the reference mesĥ T P is shown in Figure 4 where the elements have been scaled to unit size for convenience.
Since u 2 H 2 (P ), also u 2 C 0 (P ). By (3.6), u u vanishes at the points in Figure   4 . 
ku uk H 1 (K i ) ; (3.16) where ( ) denote traces from 2 > 0 and 2 < 0, respectively. We de ne e u := ( u onK 1 ; V + u onK 2 K 3 :
Now e u is continuous on and across 12 and 13 . Therefore, onK :=K 1 K 2 K 3 , we have that kr(u e u)kK krV kK 2 K 3 + Now suppose that theK i , i = 1; 2; 3, are not of unit size but that their diameters are proportional to hK, where hK in the diameter ofK. Performing a scaling of the independent variable by a factor of hK in the estimate (3.17) (noting that diam(K 2 ) = diam(K 3 ) = hK=2, diam(K 1 ) 2 hK=2; hK]), recalling (2.4) and inserting (3.13) and (3.14) into the resulting right-hand side, we deduce that a bound analogous to (3.14) holds with replaced by e .
Concerning the analogue of the bound (3.13) with replaced by e and e de ned as above, again, we consider the con guration shown in Figure 4 with the elements scaled to unit size, for convenience. Observe that kV kK 2 
where in the transition to the last line we made use of the multiplicative trace inequality. Consequently, also ku e ukK C 3 X i=1 ku ukK i + ku uk
Now suppose theK i , i = 1; 2; 3, are of size proportional to hK; then, we may scale the independent variable by hK in estimate (3.18) and insert (3.13) and (3.14) into the resulting right-hand side to deduce that a bound analogous to (3.13) holds with replaced by e .
Finally, we note that since e uj @K = u @K ; further liftings in the presence of additional hanging nodes on @K can be performed in the adjacent element patches, resulting in the error bounds (3.13), (3.14) with a larger C. 2 
hp-Error Analysis of the DG-and the SDFEM
We are now in a position to present error estimates for both the SD-and the DGFEM. We shall use the following norm de ned by kjukj Finally, we note that exponential convergence estimates analogous to the ones presented here on quadrilaterals can also be proved on triangular meshes, using the approximation results of Braess and Schwab 2] . Further aspects of the local discontinuous Galerkin method will be considered in 3].
Numerical experiments
In this section we present a number of numerical experiments to verify the a priori error estimates derived in Section 3.4 for both the hp-DGFEM and the hp-SDFEM. We rst investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the hp-DGFEM on a sequence of successively ner square and quadrilateral meshes for di erent p. In each case, the quadrilateral mesh is constructed from a uniform N N square mesh by randomly perturbing each of the interior nodes by up to 10% of the local mesh size: Figure 5 shows an example of a 5 5 square mesh together with the corresponding quadrilateral mesh.
In Figure 6 we rst present a comparison of the DG Finally, we verify the a priori error bound (3.22) for the hp-SDFEM. In Figures 8 & 9 we show the convergence of the scheme with respect to both h{ and p{re nement, respectively. As with the DGFEM, we again observe optimal rates of convergence as h tends to zero for xed p (Figure 8 ) and exponential rates of convergence for xed h as p is increased (Figure 9) on both uniform square meshes and quasi-uniform quadrilateral meshes. We remark that in all the computations performed here, the DGFEM was marginally more accurate than the SDFEM for each h and p; though, of course, the number of degrees of freedom in the DGFEM is greater than in the SDFEM for a given h and p.
Example 2
In this example we let = ( 1; 1) 2 , a = (1; 9=10), b = 1 and f is chosen so that the analytical solution to (2.1) is given by u(x; y) = sin( (x + 1) 2 =4) sin( (y 9x=10)=2) for 1 x 1; 9x=10 < y 1; e 5(x 2 +(y 9x=10) 2 ) for 1 x 1; 1 y < 9x=10; thus, u is discontinuous along the line y = 9x=10.
To demonstrate the advantage of using discontinuous elements, we now only consider N N quadrilateral meshes which are aligned with the discontinuity; choosing N to be odd ensures that the discontinuity lies on element interfaces, cf. Figure 10 . In this case the DGFEM does not`see' the lack of regularity in the problem and behaves as if the analytical solution u were smooth; i.e. optimal algebraic rates of convergence are observed with h{ re nement and exponential rates of convergence are observed with p{re nement. These results are summarized in Figure 11 , where we show kju u DG kj DG in terms of the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, in practice, if an adaptive re nement strategy is implemented which is capable of aligning the mesh with localised structures in the solution such as shocks, cf. 6] for example, then optimal, and indeed exponential, rates of convergence will be attained with the DGFEM. In contrast, from Figure 12 we observe that the convergence rate of the SDFEM is limited by the regularity of u; we remark that by aligning the mesh with the discontinuity improves the accuracy of the SDFEM, though the rate of convergence of the scheme with h{ and p{re nement is not enhanced. Finally, we note that if the mesh is not aligned with the discontinuity, then the DGFEM convergences at the same (slow) rate as the SDFEM; though, in all the numerical computations performed here, the DGFEM was marginally more accurate than the SDFEM for each h and p, cf. Example 1.
